"The liveliest, most realistic, most well-received American history series ever written for children."

—Los Angeles Times

"When I finished reading the first chapter of your book, THE FIRST AMERICANS, the students all clapped. This is the first time in my 36 years of teaching that reading a textbook sparked spontaneous applause! Thank you for writing these informative and engaging books."

—Ellen Baker, Bridge School, Lexington, MA

"I have been using A HISTORRY OF US in my classroom for three years, and I can state unequivocally that it is the best resource I have ever used."

—Lynn Silk, Alexander Elementary School, Alexander, ME

"Best of all is Joy Hakim’s way with the story. Never dull, never the least plodding, she brings refreshing spirit and common sense to the telling of every episode. The historic personages, great and small, are all alive, real people, and the idea that history might ever be thought of as a chore has clearly never crossed her mind."

—David McCullough, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of John Adams

"Humanizing details have made Joy Hakim the J.K. Rowling of the history world."

—Alison Adato, Joanna Blonska, People Magazine

"One of the best nonfiction series of the decade. Impossible to put down."

—School Library Journal

Joy Hakim’s lucid voice offers continuity and narrative drama as she shares with a young audience her love of and fascination with the people of the past and present. Readers can take a journey with The First Americans, a fascinating recreation of pre-Columbian Native American life, and continue through history to 21st century America in All the People. Whether it’s standing on the podium in Seneca Falls with the Suffragettes or riding on the first subway car beneath New York City in 1904, the books in Joy Hakim’s A History of US series weave together exciting stories that bring American history to life.

Common Core State Standards

A History of US is recommended by the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy as an exemplary informational text. The books promote reading and vocabulary skills, engage students, and aid in the development of critical thinking.